An investigation of the control of turbulent boundary layer flow over flexible and rigid surfaces
). the changingpatternis not two-dimensional. In Figs.5(b) , 5(c), and 5(d), the temperature of the wireincreases (redindicates thehigher andbluethe lower temperature). The decrease in wall temperature withdownstream distance causes drastic changes in vorticity;theboundary layerlaminarizes in the process. In the laminarized stateonly two large vorticesremain,the spatial changeis an indication of stabilization ( Figs.5(e)and5(0) . The vorticityis concentrated in thecoresurrounded by a large-scalemotion with small-scalevortices embedded within; it is possibleto recognize successivechangesas the wire temperature increases.
The temporal sequences of the velocity perturbations, prior,during, andafterlaminarization, areshown in Fig.6,atx2 Fig. 7 . The mean profile (Fig. 7(c The normalized power spectral density G(f) of the acceleration for the turbulent and the laminarized boundary layer loading is shown in Fig. 8 . No attempt is made to measure the spatiotemporal response. The spectrum is dominated by the lower frequencies, an expected result for low speed boundary layer loading.
The controlled spectrum has a lower amplitude than the uncontrolled one; their differences increase with frequency ( Fig.  8) 
